
MOVE SEAMLESSLY THROUGH THE RESEARCH PROCESS
Thomson Reuters EndNote gives you the tools to search, organize, write and share research. The only tool of 
its kind, EndNote makes managing research easy for anyone— from the novice researcher publishing their first 
discovery to the senior professor writing a grant, and the research teams that work together at every stage of 
research. EndNote even makes it easy for the clinician to keep track of research related to their specialty.

On top of the ability to create bibliographies and CVs right from within EndNote, features like “Find Full Text” 
and “Update Records” automates the process of locating and updating your collection’s information, saving 
hours of time searching through individual files. Perfect for the researcher or clinician—no matter how vast your 
collection of research. With unlimited desktop and online storage, a research library can expand endlessly.

EndNote’s sharing capabilities allow you to effectively collaborate and share across departments and 
organizations. Share only groups of references or your entire research library. You can share your entire library—
including references, PDFs, and annotations—with up to 14 colleagues and team members, internally or 
abroad. With real-time sync and unlimited storage, simultaneously build on each other’s work or create a new 
library from scratch together. Easily tap into the collective intelligence and expertise of your peers to advance 
understanding and solve problems faster.

FROM ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
With EndNote, your research is accessible from anywhere. EndNote 
includes access to your library—with unlimited reference and file storage, 
annotations, and group sharing. By creating an online account and syncing 
your desktop and online libraries, you can access that library on any 
computer where EndNote is installed, access it online, or on your iPad®. 

Managing your EndNote library from your desktop, online, and your iPad 
gives you access to connect with your research whenever and wherever 
you need it most. And the free, online only version of EndNote is perfect 
for those new to research. With EndNote, you can spend less time on the 
details, and more time on the big picture because your research is always  
at your fingertips.

THE RESEARCH PROFESSIONAL’S TOOLKIT
•	 Search hundreds of online resources for references and PDFs within EndNote

•	 Designate a watch folder on your desktop to auto-import PDFs

•	 Find full text and update old references and links in one click

•	 Automatically organize references into groups based on searches and rules you create

•	 Annotate PDFs with searchable notes and comments within a built-in PDF viewer

•	 Track references and find favorites with rating and status tools

•	 Store as many files as you need with no limit on library size or cloud storage

•	 Share your entire research library with up to 14 other collaborators

•	 Create and reformat bibliographies within Microsoft® Word in over 6,000 styles

•	 Access and manage your research from anywhere—on desktop, online, or the iPad

THE MOST POWERFUL TOOL  
FOR MANAGING RESEARCH.



ENDNOTE®

SEARCH ONLINE RESOURCES FROM WITHIN ENDNOTE
Search your favorite databases, select the references you want to keep, and use the 
“Find Full Text” feature to download the matching PDF.

ONE-CLICK “FIND FULL TEXT”
EndNote searches your subscriptions and full text freely available online.  
Then automatically downloads and attaches the PDF to your reference. 

PDF AUTO-IMPORT FOLDER
Designate a folder on your desktop for PDFs and let EndNote automatically match 
any new PDFs you add to the corresponding reference, then attach.

SHARE YOUR RESEARCH LIBRARY
Share your entire EndNote library with up to 14 colleagues and team members, 
internally or abroad. Access your library at the same time as your team to 
collaborate and build research together.

CV CREATION & MODIFICATION
Using our Cite While You Write™ patented technology, quickly create your  
CV, and modify its format easily to fit particular grant requirements or your 
institution’s style.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC FORMATTING STYLES
Build bibliographies in over 6,000 predefined styles. Create and reformat 
bibliographies right from within Microsoft Word.*

COMPATIBILITY

Operating Systems 
Windows XP SP3, Vista*, Windows 7*, Windows 8*, Windows 10 
Mac OS X 10.6 and later 

Cite While You Write™ compatibility: 
Microsoft Word 2007, 2008, 2010*, 2011, 2013*, 2016*  

Bibliographic formatting integration: 
Apple Pages® ‘09, Apple Pages® 5, Apache OpenOffice Writer 3.x, Wolfram 
Mathematica 8

*32 and 64 bit                                                                                    

LEARN MORE ABOUT ENDNOTE
Visit: endnote.com 
Contact Us: endnote.sales@thomsonreuters.com

facebook.com/EndNote

twitter.com/EndNoteNews

youtube.com/EndNoteTraining

Macintosh and Windows product keys are cross-platform compatible. This allows you to use the 
same product key on three computers, regardless of platform.
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